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Abstract. Affects carry important information in human communica-
tion and decision making, and their use in technology have grown in
the past years. Particularly, emotions have a strong effect on physiology,
which can be assessed by biomedical signals. This signals have the advan-
tage that can be recorded continuously, but also can become intrusive.
The present work introduce an emotion recognition scheme based only in
photoplethysmography, aimed to lower invasiveness. The feature extrac-
tion method was developed for a realistic real-time context. Furthermore,
a feature normalization procedure was proposed to reduce the daily vari-
ability. For classification, two well-known models were compared. The
proposed algorithms were tested on a public database, which consist of 8
emotions expressed continuously by a single subject along different days.
Recognition tasks were performed for several number of emotional cate-
gories and groupings. Preliminary results shows a promising performance
with up to 3 emotion categories. Moreover, the recognition of arousal and
emotional events was improved for larger emotion sets.
Keywords: Emotion recognition · Daily variability · Photoplethysmog-
raphy · Biosignal pattern recognition
1 Introduction
Emotional states are relevant not only in a social context, but also influence
directly on cognitive process and take a role in decision making [1]. For this
reason, by including affect in human-computer interfaces, the communication
performance may be improved. In the early theoretical developments, several dis-
crete categorizations of emotions have been described, for instance the six basic
emotions of Ekman [2]: joy, anger, fear, boredom, sadness, disgust and neutral.
Later, particular affective states were proposed for certain research fields, for ex-
ample confusion, boredom and flow in educational applications [3]. Furthermore,
different continuous scales of emotions were described, such as the core affect
theory of Russell [4], which support a model of basic neurophysiological reactions
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that one can feel like energized/not-energized (arousal) and pleasant/unpleasant
(valence).
The ground in psychophysiology have demonstrated that the affects experi-
enced by a subject have several implications in his physiology (or vice versa),
modifying its behaviour at different levels [5]. In the central nervous system, the
cortical and sub-cortical activity present electrical variations that can be mea-
sured [6]. More frequently, affect has been assessed through the influence of the
autonomous nervous system; the sympathetic and parasympathetic branches
control different systems, as blood circulation, respiration patterns and skin
glands regulation. Additionally, the effects of emotions over the somatic nervous
system is present on voluntary muscle activity and involuntary reflex responses
[7]. Even though physiological recordings can be intrusive, those signals can be
recorded continuously (unlike voice and facial expressions), are more difficult
to mask and provides an alternative source in the case of communicational dis-
orders. As more portable and less invasive biosignals acquisition systems are
developed, it become more feasible to use them in real world applications.
Affective computing based on physiological variables have advanced over sev-
eral applications. For example autism-disorders research [8], learning technolo-
gies [9], gamer experience [10], multimedia automatic tagging [11] and anti-stress
therapy [12] are recent developments. In addition, major efforts have been done
to collect representative data, as the experimental design to elicit and measure
emotions is complex. Singularly, the Eight Emotion Sentic Data1 was compiled to
study the physiological variations on a single subject, acquiring 4 biosignals: fa-
cial electromyogram, photoplethysmography (PPG), electrodermal activity and
respiration amplitude, over 20 daily sessions. For each one, the subject tried
to pass through 8 emotional states: neutral, anger, hate, grief, platonic love, ro-
mantic love, joy and reverence. This dataset make possible to test how biosignals
vary in short and long term for different emotions.
The first analysis on the mentioned dataset was performed with an offline
classification scheme [13]. In that approach, the signals were previously seg-
mented, obtaining a recognition rate (RR) of 46% for the whole emotion set. In
their following research, the results were improved taking into account the heart
rate and other physiologically relevant features, rising the RR to 81% [14,15].
In addition, a more recent publication report similar results employing different
classifiers [16]. Unfortunately, segmented signals are not readily available in real
applications. Furthermore, as segments length is about 3 minutes, an instanta-
neous emotion estimation cannot be obtained. As a first approach towards an
online classifier, a feature extraction method with moving average window was
employed on this data, achieving a RR of 48.98% for all the emotion set, using
all the 4 signals [13]. In another interesting application, it is required to detect
an emotional event (this is, a wake-up call) from a neutral state, using an online
approach. This has been attempted employing an auto-associative neural net-
work [17,18], training it with neutral patterns, and using the difference between
new samples and the model estimates for classification.
1 Public access: http://affect.media.mit.edu/share-data.php
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Previous works on affective computing supports the existence of correlation
between biosignals and emotions, but the obtained RR still need to be improved
significantly. Moreover, it is desirable to minimize the required sensors that allow
an acceptable RR. In this direction, the goal of this work is to evaluate the
PPG for affect estimation, extracting features related with psychophysiological
regulation, and developing a classification scheme oriented to practical online
applications.
In the next section, the proposed feature extraction and post-processing
methods are discussed, along with the employed classifiers. In Section 3, the
experiment design to evaluate the models is presented, followed by relevant re-
sults and discussion. Ultimately, interesting conclusions and future work are
mentioned in Section 4.
2 Feature Extraction and Classification
Cardiovascular measurements are highly available in public databases, presents
low invasiveness and seems to be highly related with several emotional dimen-
sions and categories [7]. Specifically, the heart rate reflect arousal by the influence
of sympathetic and parasympathetic branches, in response to approach/with-
drawal instincts [5]. One of the sources used to capture circulatory activity is
the PPG, which measure the blood flow between an infrared led and a sensor,
in particular on a finger (Fig. 1). While the heart is pumping, the blood flow
depicts peaks in a quasi-periodical signal, and the distance between the peaks
is found to be highly correlated with the heart rate [19]. Additionally, the pulse
amplitude is related to vasoconstriction; when a subject is under stress, the ves-
sels muscle is activated by sympathetic control [20] and the blood flow is reduced
(compare Fig.1.a and Fig.1.b). Taking into account the low invasiveness of finger
PPG, it results in a well suited source to estimate emotional information from
physiology.
To obtain a heart rate estimate, the signal peaks were detected using a low
pass filter and a windowed automatic threshold. The consequent distance be-
tween peaks was interpolated to the signal sample rate (20 Hz) using a piecewise
cubic Hermite polynomial, which is less oscillating than spline polynomials for
this data. Moreover, the PPG amplitude was estimated using the signal enve-
lope, by interpolation of ascending and descending peaks. Over the obtained
peak rate and amplitude, a moving window of width W was displaced with a
fixed step of 1 s. For each window step, 4 simple features were extracted: the
local mean and standard deviation of these two signals. The feature vector is
associated with the central point of the window and the emotion label on that
point. On the one hand, small values of W allow to detect short time events,
but with a cost of more variance. On the other hand, longer lengths tends to
provide a better estimate of mean values.
The regulation of the circulatory system is affected by humoral factors, cir-
cadian cycle and subject mood during the data registration, resulting in a sig-
nificant data variance between days. Previous research accounted different nor-
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Fig. 1. Segments of PPG signal on a finger. In (a) a neutral state; and (b) an anger
episode, recorded in the same day. This difference is not so evident in a wider scope of
the signal. Data was extracted from Eight-Emotion Sentics Dataset [15].
malization techniques for segmented signals [15], but these approaches cannot
be used in online applications. Hereby, a new feature normalization is proposed,
which only uses statistical parameters of a neutral segment of length X. It is
expected that this neutral sample can approximate the daily baseline, and it
can be used to normalize the features in the same day. Furthermore, this ap-
proach can be seen as a daily calibration that does not require to acquire many
emotion examples everyday. Thus, if f(t, d) is the feature vector for the time t
of day d, and C is the set of the time points used for calibration, the proposed
normalization method is applied element by element as:
fˆi(t, d) =
fi(t, d)− 1|C|
∑
t∈C
fi(t, d)
max
t∈C
{fi(t, d)} −min
t∈C
{fi(t, d)} · (1)
For classification, two well-known models were tested. The MLP is an ar-
tificial neural network which structure is composed by forward full-connected
perceptrons. Feature inputs feeds a first layer of perceptrons, and their outputs
are connected with subsequent layers (hidden layers) until a final output layer,
which have as many neurons as classes. This structure can resolve non-linearly
separable problems, and were used with various architectures and training algo-
rithms in categorical emotion problems [21,22,23] and arousal-valence [24] sets.
In this work, the MLP was trained with the standard back-propagation algo-
rithm [25].
SVMs are supervised learning methods which minimize the empirical clas-
sification error and maximizes the geometrical margin between the classes in
the feature space. This margin maximization provides good generalization prop-
erties on high-dimension feature sets and few training samples. Even though
SVMs are intrinsically binary classifiers, it can be extended to problems of sev-
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eral classes, for example, by one-vs-all method. SVMs have been applied to
non-linear classification problems transforming the original feature space into a
higher dimensional one, where is presumed that the problem becomes linearly
separable. Moreover, it is possible to operate in the transformed feature space
computing only the inner products between the projected versions of features
pairs by using kernel functions. The Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernels are
one of the most popular among them [8,23,26] and therefore the Gaussian kernel,
a particular RBF, is used in the experiments.
In several datasets for emotion recognition, the classes are imbalanced. This
may produce a significant bias in the mentioned classifiers, that advantage the
majority class to minimize the overall fitting error. To reduce this effect, the
training instances were resampled to equalize the classes occurrences, but leaving
the test set as it was. Additionally, it is important to remark that the calibration
segments are not used further in the classification task.
3 Results and Discussion
The experiments in this section were performed using signals from the Eight
Emotion Sentic Data, particularly the SetB, which comprises one subject in
sessions properly labeled, over 20 days. The 8 emotions elicited in each session
are listed in Table 1, with the categorical, arousal and valence labels. Each
emotional record have a mean length of 3 minutes, composing a continuous
signal of around 25 minutes per session.
Table 1. Dataset labels in categorical, arousal and valence dimensions. The order of
appearance is the same as the register.
Emotion Arousal Valence
Neutral Low Neutral
Anger High Negative
Hate Low Negative
Grief High Negative
Platonic Love Low Positive
Romantic Love High Positive
Joy High Positive
Veneration Low Neutral
For each of the following experiments, the performance of the models was
estimated using 5-fold cross-validation on the complete features set. Specifically,
the folds were arranged such as each day was contained in a separate fold. In
fact, this approach is the most likely in a practical sense, as the model is trained
with some days and tested in others. Additionally, in each cross-validation step
the parameters of the model were selected according to the best performance
using only the 16 training days.
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There are several measurements for classifier performance. In this work was
used the Cohen’s Kappa statistic,
κ =
Pr(a)− Pr(e)
1− Pr(e) , (2)
which compare the observed accuracy Pr(a) in relation with the estimated prob-
ability of obtaining the same result by-chance Pr(e), based on the available data
in the confusion matrix [27]. The κ statistic takes the value 0 when the evidence
of classification accuracy is the same as the by-chance probability, and 1 for
the perfect accuracy. This provide a useful measure to compare sets with differ-
ent number of classes. The algorithms for signal processing, feature extraction
and result analysis were developed in Matlab, using the Weka library [28] to
implement the classifiers.
3.1 Categorical Emotion Discrimination
In the first place, the proposed methods were tested in the task of recognizing
individual emotions, using sets of 2, 3, 5 and 8 emotions. For each group, the
proposed feature normalization method was tested, comparing the performance
using MLP and SVM classifiers. The best model parameters were selected be-
tween two values of W (30 and 60 s), the length of the calibration segments
X ∈ {10, 20, 30} s, and basic classifier parameters: the number of hidden neu-
rons {2,4,8,12} for MLP, and the soft-margin coefficient C and kernel exponential
γ ∈ {2, 4} for SVM. In the case of W , it was found that smaller values than 30
s worsen the results significantly for the current classification scheme, agreeing
with other research [13]. For MLP, the best performance was obtained for 2 to
4 neurons in all groups.
Results for categorical emotion recognition are summarized in Figure 2. In
general, all models performed significantly better than the baseline (the by-
chance probability). It can be seen that the effect of feature normalization is
positive for 2 and 3 emotions. Regarding the classifier model, it was found that
MLP and SVM had a similar performance. Comparing with previous research,
the present results does not overtake the ones accounted for 8 emotions in an
online scheme [13]. However, there is no report of results using only one signal
(versus all the four in the dataset), neither on sets smaller than the 8 emotions.
Going further in the evaluation of the normalization method, its effect on
several consecutive emotion groupings was tested. It was found that the impact
of normalization in RR seems to degrade in relation with the distance between
the calibration and the evaluated segments. This explain why normalization
does not improve the κ value for bigger set of emotions. Moreover, repeating
the experiment with the whole neutral state as calibration segment (and there-
fore excluding it from the emotion groups) brings a better κ for those groups.
This suggest that the size of the calibration segment have a significant effect to
estimate a reference value for each day.
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MLP SVM MLP SVM MLP SVM MLP SVM
0.1
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2 emotions 3 emotions 5 emotions 8 emotions
κ
Not Normalized
Normalized
Fig. 2. Mean κ score obtained from cross-validation for individual emotion recognition.
Results are shown for emotion sets of various sizes: 2 classes (Neutral-Anger), 3 classes
(adding Hate), 5 classes (adding Grief and Platonic Love) and the whole 8 emotions
set. The impact of the proposed feature normalization is depicted, along with the
comparison of MLP and SVM classifiers.
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3.2 Arousal-Valence Discrimination
Emotions can be mapped in arousal (in this case discretized as low and high) and
valence (negative, neutral and positive), as shown in Table 1. This mapping allow
to group emotions that shares a similar nature, which have a special meaning
for different applications. Thereby, it is interesting to evaluate the performance
of the PPG and the presented methods over arousal and valence dimensions.
Figure 3 shows the results of testing again the proposed normalization method
and the classifiers for the same emotion sets, but grouped into arousal and va-
lence dimensions. In the first case (Fig. 3.a), the normalization rise the score for
several number of emotions, significantly better than the baseline in all cases.
Moreover, the κ value for 3 and 5 emotions, using MLP and normalization, is
close to the 2 emotion group, suggesting that the emotions can be effectively
grouped in the arousal sets. In the case of valence (Fig. 3.b), the first 3 emo-
tions have only two classes (neutral and negative), so this should be a similar
problem as for arousal. Nevertheless, there is an imbalance towards the nega-
tive class in 3 and 5 emotions sets, given by the elicitation ordering. However,
the proposed normalization method improves the results significantly for the set
of 3 emotions. Finally, the results obtained with the selected methods suggests
that arousal discrimination is more feasible than valence with the PPG signal,
probably explained by the strong effect of arousal in the circulatory system.
3.3 Emotional Event Detection
The ability to detect an emotional event can be useful, for example, when users
have imperative requests. In particular, the dyad neutral-anger is one of the sim-
pler problems, because anger (or rage) has a very active effect in heart rate and
vasoconstriction. However, it is not evident if the emotions of different nature,
like anger-joy-reverence could be grouped in opposition to the neutral state. To
evaluate this, the binary problem of emotion/non-emotion was set by grouping
all states but neutral as an emotion, using a set of the first 5 emotions. Because
the dataset is imbalanced for this task (neutral samples are about 1/5 of total,
and even lower after removing the calibration segment), two considerations were
made. In the first place, the training examples were resampled to equate the
occurrences of the classes in training, as used in the valence case. Secondly, as
the RR and κ can be misleading in imbalanced data, results were analyzed using
the sensitivity (true positive rate) of neutral and emotion classes.
The comparison between the methods shown that, without normalization,
MLP achieved a mean sensitivity of 61.7% (σ = 8.2%) and SVM scored 58.0%
(σ = 7.4%). However, the feature normalization rose the mean sensitivity to
73.8% for MLP (σ = 5.8%) and 74.0% for SVM (σ = 6.8%). Besides the impor-
tance of a sufficiently large calibration segment, this factor is trade-off in this
task, as higher values overly reduce the neutral instances.
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Fig. 3. Mean κ score from cross-validation over different emotion sets. The normaliza-
tion method and classifiers are compared with the same sets as the categorical emotions
experiment, but labeled in: (a) Arousal and (b) Valence dimensions.
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4 Conclusions and Future Work
In this work was proposed a low invasive emotion recognition method using only
PPG. A simple method for online feature extraction and a classification scheme
were tested in different affective computing tasks, involving several categorical
and clustered emotion sets. By taking a small segment of the source signal for
calibration, a realistic feature normalization procedure was proposed, which re-
duce the effect of day variance for moderate periods of time.
It was shown that the employed methods performed significantly better than
the baseline in all cases. Moreover, the proposed feature normalization improved
the results by reducing daily variability. In particular, the categorical emotion
recognition have reached acceptable results for small set sizes. Besides the smaller
number of classes, the selected methods obtained a good result for arousal recog-
nition, which is interesting for several applications. The current methods also had
promising results in the emotional event detection task, despite the drawbacks
of the imbalanced dataset. Additionally, it was found that the length of the cal-
ibration segment had an important role to reduce the high variability through
different day recordings.
In future research, better feature extraction methods will be addressed, aim-
ing to find more discriminant features. On the other hand, classifiers that prop-
erly models the time dynamics of biological signals will be developed. Finally,
different ways to combine the information of several labels, for example categor-
ical and arousal sets, will be pursued.
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